Points – based system: evidential flexibility
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About this guidance
About this guidance
Obtaining additional
information: entry
clearance
Obtaining additional
information: leave to
remain
Making contact by
telephone and email:
leave to remain
Making contact by post:
leave to remain
Holding the case for
nine days: leave to
remain
Concluding the case

This guidance tells you about the use of evidential flexibility when an application has missing Related links
evidence or there is a minor error on an application.
Changes to this
This guidance pulls together cross cutting guidance which previously existed in separate
guidance
products, and combines relevant information from other operational instructions. It
Contacts
supersedes all previous instructions and guidance on evidential flexibility.
Information owner
Under the evidential flexibility process, if there are minor errors or omissions on specified
documents submitted with a valid application but there is enough evidence to show the
application would otherwise be granted, you may contact the migrant, sponsor or
representative as appropriate for clarification or to request missing documents and/or
information.

Links to staff intranet
removed
External Links
Paragraph 245AA(b) in
Part 6A of the
Immigration Rules

For applications decided on or after 13 December 2012
You can accept a specified document which is:
 in the wrong format, or
 a copy of an original document
if you are satisfied it is genuine and the applicant meets all the other requirements of the
Immigration Rules. You do not have to write out in these circumstances.
However, the Home Office reserves the right to request the specified original documents in
the correct format in all cases where paragraph 245AA(b) applies, and to refuse applications
if these documents are not provided as set out in this paragraph.
All documentary evidence received must be treated in the same way as any submitted with
the initial application.
For applications decided on or after 1 October 2013
Further to amendments made on 13 December 2012 under evidential flexibility you do not
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have to write to an applicant about a specified document if it does not contain all of the
specified information where you can get the missing information from:




other documents submitted with the application
the website of the organisation which issued the document, or
the website of the appropriate regulatory body.

For archived versions of the evidential flexibility guidance see related link: Points-based
system - evidential flexibility – archive.
Changes to this guidance – This page tells you what has changed since the previous
version of this guidance.
Contacts – This page tells you who to contact for help if your senior caseworker or line
manager can’t answer your question.
Information owner – This page tells you about this version of the guidance and who owns it.
Safeguard and promote child welfare – This page explains your duty to safeguard and
promote the welfare of children and tells you where to find more information.
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This page lists changes to the ’Points-based system evidential flexibility’ guidance, with the
most recent at the top.
Date of the change
12 August 2014

28 March 2014

Details of the change
Change request:

Related links
Holding the case for
nine days – leave to
remain
See also
Contacts

 Points-based system: evidential flexibility:
o First sub-heading ‘For applications
made on or after 13 December 2012’
has been amended and corrected to
read ‘For applications decided on or
after 13 December 2012.’
Change request:

Information owner
About this guidance
Links to staff intranet
removed

 Holding the case for nine days – leave to
remain:
o ‘are’ deleted from the third paragraph.
For previous changes you will need to access
the archived guidance. See related link: Pointsbased system – evidential flexibility – archive.
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This page tells you how to request additional information in entry clearance applications if
there is missing evidence, for example, minor omissions of a document that forms part of a
sequence, such as bank statements or the evidence is not in an acceptable format.
You must only request additional information if you believe the applicant would meet the
requirements of the Immigration Rules, given the opportunity to provide this. If the
application would fall for refusal, even if the minor omission was corrected, you must not
request additional documentation.

In this section
Related links

Downloads

Process
To request the additional information you must contact either the applicant, representative or
sponsor by email (or where regional variations occur, for example the telephone) using the
email address or telephone numbers provided on the visa application form (VAF). You must
allow a maximum of seven working days for the information to be received.
You must discuss the case with your entry clearance manager (ECM) if:
 you don’t receive a response (despite reasonable attempts to request the missing
information), or
 the requested information has not been provided within 10 days.
You must then consider the application on the evidence you already hold.
You must accurately record on Proviso the method and date you attempted to contact the
applicant so that it can then be highlighted in the refusal wording.
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This page tells you about requesting additional information if there is missing evidence, or
evidence is not in an acceptable format.

In this section
Related links

You must only request additional information in circumstances that would lead to the
application being approved.
Downloads
Before you request additional evidence you must have enough reason to believe the
information exists. This is limited to cases where:
 documents (for example bank statements) are missing from a series
 photocopies of the required documentation have been received, or
 a document is in the wrong format:
o ’wrong format' covers documents which contain all of the substantive information
required by the Immigration Rules but aren’t laid out in the way described in the
rules. For example, where a specified document should be submitted on
letterheaded paper.
If you are not sure there is sufficient reason to believe the information exists, you must
discuss the issue with your higher executive officer (HEO), or senior caseworker (SCW).
You must refuse the application if it would fall for refusal even if the missing information was
provided, or if a minor error was corrected. You must not request any missing information if
it cannot change the decision on the case.
You must include all grounds for refusal in the decision letter, including any attributes where
there was evidence missing or minor errors, noting that you have not requested missing
evidence which is covered by the list above, as the case would fall for refusal on other
grounds.
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This page tells you about making initial contact with the applicant, their representative or
their sponsor.

In this section
Related links

You must speak directly to the relevant person, rather than leave a message, where
possible.
Downloads
If an applicant has a representative you must contact them first. It is recommended you
make no more than two attempts using the telephone number(s) provided in the application
form.

Links to staff intranet
removed

When you request further information you must make the following points:
 The applicant, their representative or their sponsor must respond within a maximum of
seven days.
 The missing information must be with the Home Office within this timeframe.
 You must recommend it is sent by next day special delivery. Original documentation
must be provided, as faxes, scans or photocopies are not accepted.
You must record on CID the time and date of the call, and the number you rang. If the case
is eventually refused these details will be included in the immigration history section of the
refusal notice.
If the applicant has given an email address on their application form you must follow up any
telephone conversation with an email. As part of the telephone conversation, you must:
 check the email address provided, or
 ask for an email address if one was not provided on the application form.
For additional information on frequently asked questions see related link: Standard lines to
take regarding evidential flexibility.
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Follow up email
You must send all emails from the team mailbox, not your personal mailbox. This allows
others to access any responses in your absence. You must save a copy of the email you
sent in the team mailbox so colleagues can see what details you have requested.
You must use the standard email when contacting customers, see related link: Email / Letter
template (evidential flexibility).
You must include (EV) after your team name if you are considering an employment route
case. This makes sure any response is given priority.
You must note the following details on CID:
 the information requested, and
 any emails sent including your name the date and the content of the mail.
Copies of emails sent and received must be printed off and stored with the case file. If the
case is eventually refused, these details will be included in the immigration history section of
the refusal notice and copies of emails included in any bundle.
No contact made
If you cannot contact the applicant, their representative or their sponsor by telephone or
email, you must issue them with a letter detailing the information you require. For more
information see link on left: Making contact by post.
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This page tells you about contacting the applicant, their representative or their sponsor by
post.

In this section
Related links

If you are contacting the applicant, their representative or their sponsor by post, you must
only make one attempt to the contact address given on the application form. You must take
care to use the correct address. Where there is a representative on CID, you must send the
letter to them. You must send all letters by first class post.

Downloads
Links to staff intranet
removed

You must use the standard letter when contacting customers, see related link: Email / Letter
template (evidential flexibility). The contents of this template must be copied into an
ICD.1100 letter in Doc Gen to make sure a record of this contact is kept on the system.
You must include the correct telephone number on the letter. In all cases this should be
0870 606 77 66.
You must include (EV) after your team name if you are considering an employment route
case. This makes sure any response is given priority.
You must record details of any letter sent on CID. You must print off copies of letters sent
and received and store them with the case file. If the case is eventually
refused, these details will be included in the immigration history section of the
refusal notice and copies of letters must be included in any bundle.
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This page tells you about putting the case on hold.
After you have followed the existing procedures you must put the case in the brought
forward (BF) hold for nine working days. Two further working days have been added to allow
for the movement of evidence from workflow to the caseworking teams.
Each operational points-based system tier has a specific evidential flexibility BF spreadsheet
on which to record cases of this type. You must complete this spreadsheet fully and take
care to enter all details correctly.
After nine working days (starting with the day of contact) since you contacted the customer
(either by telephone email or letter), you must remove the case from BF and reassess it.
You must check CID comments to see if additional information has been received.
If you receive all of the requested information or evidence before the nine days have
passed, you must consider the case immediately.
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This page tells you how to conclude a case that has been held in the brought forward (BF)
hold.
After nine working days the case must be taken from BF, whether the requested information
has been received or not, and reassess the case based on the evidence held.
No information received – refusal
You must include all attempts to contact the applicant, and any responses they gave, in the
immigration history (SP4 section of the refusal notice), for example:
 On (enter date and time if phone contact) the Home Office contacted you/your
representative by telephone / email / letter and requested (enter details of required
evidence). No response was received. Or
 On (enter date and time if phone contact) we contacted you/your representative by
telephone / email / letter and requested (enter details of required evidence). You/your
representative advised the Home Office you/they were unable to provide the required
information.
You must create a bundle and include any written forms of contact and any written
responses.
You must fully update the BF sheet when the case is closed.
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This page explains who to contact for more help with a specific case when using evidential
flexibility.
If you have read this guidance and still need more help with this category, you must first ask
your senior caseworker or line manager.
If the question cannot be answered at that level, you may email the work operational policy
team or study and visit operational policy team as appropriate.

Related links
Changes to this
guidance
Information owner
Links to staff intranet
removed

Changes to this guidance can only be made by the guidance, rules and forms team
(GRaFT). If you think the policy content needs amending you must contact the points-based
system operational policy team who will ask the GRaFT to update the guidance, if
appropriate.
The GRaFT will accept direct feedback on broken links, missing information or the format,
style and navigability of this guidance. You can send these using the link: Email: Guidance,
rules and forms team.
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This page tells you about this version of the ‘Points-based system evidential flexibility’
guidance and who owns it.
Version
Valid from date
Policy owner
Cleared by director
Director’s role
Clearance date
This version approved for
publication by
Approver’s role
Approval date

7.0
12 August 2014
Official – sensitive: information removed
Official – sensitive: information removed
Official – sensitive: information removed
25 September 2013
Official – sensitive: information removed

Related links
Changes to this
guidance
Contacts
Links to staff intranet
removed

Official – sensitive: information removed
12 August 2014

Changes to this guidance can only be made by the guidance, rules and forms team
(GRaFT). If you think the policy content needs amending you must contact the points-based
system operational policy team who will ask the GRaFT to update the guidance, if
appropriate.
The GRaFT will accept direct feedback on broken links, missing information or the format,
style and navigability of this guidance. You can send these using the link: Email: Guidance,
rules and forms team.
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